Self-transition in Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus Client: A Concept Analysis
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Behavioural modification required transition process to occur. Thus, this paper is aimed to examine self-transition concept for better understanding in managing Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus client. Methods: A Walker & Avant guideline was employed during concept analysis carried out. 20 articles have been extracted from CINAHL, ProQuest and Science Direct with duration of published paper within 2000 to 2016. Keywords of transition, transitions, self-transition and self-transition were used in extracting relevant articles. Results: Trust and empowerment are required antecedents prior to self-transition occurrence. There are four different attributes namely as challenges, availability of support system, vulnerability and self-regulatory/self-efficacy. Consequence of self-transition will lead to behavioural modification which may occurs through self-evaluation or epiphanies. Sustainability is another aspect that should be considered in maintaining behavioural modification. Conclusion: Self-transition will occur with the assistance of self-regulatory/self-efficacy based on the availability of support system. Furthermore, challenges and vulnerability will assist in shaping a person self-transition. Indeed, trust and empowerment are the antecedents prior to the development of individual self-transition. Successfulness of self-transition occurrence depends on sustainability of resources and perceptive behavioural modification changes either through self-evaluation or epiphanies.
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INTRODUCTION

Prevalence of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) globally and specifically in Malaysia is inclining in pattern with the estimation of 3.6 million Malaysian adult will be affected. According to a survey by the National Health and Morbidity Survey (NHMS) 2011, in 5 years’ time, the trend of prevalence has increased one-third from previous data, from 11.6% (in 2006) to 15.2% (in 2011) (1). Diabetic foot ulcer is one of the commonest problem arises as complication of T2DM. Incident of diabetic foot ulcer itself hugely contributes toward patient hospitalization (2, 3). Hence, client empowerment is very crucial for prevention action (4). In addition, to ensure behavioural changes can occurs, another core element that needs to be paid attention in assisting client behavioural changes is transition. With the compliment of both elements client empowerment and readiness for transition will ensure prevention action of foot care is in place. Transition is a crucial process that always an individual easily to be achieved but hardly to be maintained. Empowerment can be delivered yet it will not guarantee the transition will take place following of empowerment. influence in their daily life. Therefore, this paper aims in examining the concept of self-transition as compared to general or broad transition concept itself. Furthermore, self-transition concept will be explored in details so that an appropriate framework for preventive action of diabetic foot care management can be developed.

What is transition? Why transition is an important concept? How does transition will influence empowerment among T2DM client? How transition occurs in T2DM client and affects their daily life? In order to answer these questions, it is important to have deep understanding by analyzing concept of transition. Moreover, this paper will focus mainly on T2DM client perceived transition process and its

MATERIALS

A guideline introduced by Walker and Avant (2005) has been adopted as the main reference in performing this concept analysis (5). The guidelines introduced by Walker and Avant (2005) basically a modifiable from Wilson’s (1963) to be simpler from 11 steps to 8 steps namely as a) concept selection, b) determining the aims/purposes of the analysis, c) identifying all the uses of the concept chosen that can be discovered, d) determine the defining attributes, e) identify a model case, f) identify borderline, related, contrary, invented, and illegitimate cases, g) identify antecedents and consequences and h) define empirical referents (5). Though, not all steps will be carried out in this paper such as steps e, f and most probably step h. The following steps will be further explained in this paper are: a) concept selection, b) determining of aims for the analysis, c) identifying of the concept uses and d) determining the defining attributes, antecedents and consequences for the concept chosen. In this paper, self-transition concept in T2DM client is chosen to be explored in details as an initial step (step a). Follow with step b, which identifying the purpose of concept analysis in this paper is to examine self-transition rather than transition concepts so that an appropriate framework for preventive action of diabetic foot care management can be developed.
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After the concept selection, by using key words of transition OR transitions, self-transition OR self-transi- tion, 20 articles has been extracted as for final number to be analysed from databases of CINAHL (n = 121), ProQuest (n = 2148) and Science Direct (n = 3126) with the range of publication starting year 2000 to 2016 by screening the abstract for data sources of this concept analysis. The other articles were removed due to a) only abstract available, b) availability of support system which facilitates the transition from one stage to another. In other words it is defined as a movement, development, or evolution from one form, stage or style to another.” (6) Secondly it defined as “a musical modulation which reflects as a musical passage leading from one section of a piece to another.” (6) Lastly, based pure science field, the definition is as “an abrupt change in energy state or level (as of an atomic nucleus or molecule usually accompanied by loss or gain of a single quantum of energy)” (6). MacMillan Dictionary Online has defined transition as “changing of one situation, form or state to another, or to cause someone or something to do this.” (7) Many literature explaining transition from the aspect of changes in health care, transition of from one stage to another stage i.e. teen to adult, but there is no clear evidence on explaining how self-transition may occurs. The process of transition itself, depends on individual which known as self. Therefore, foundation of self-transition concept analysis has been formed to be explored and discussed in further details.

Defining Attributes

In defining attributes that may represent the concept we have to be alert with the repetitions of characteristics that appear over the time in many different literatures that we read (5). From the literature review carried out, four defining attributes has been identified such as a) challenges (8,9), b) availability of support system (10), c) vulnerability (12, 13) and d) self-regulatory/self-efficacy (9,11,14). Challenges as a first defining attributes identified in self-transition concept. This is described as a hurdle facing by oneself in performing necessary changes (8). The main challenges that might arise come from the environment factor (9). For example, a T2DM client may abide with the restriction of taking sweet foods or drinks for certain period of time. However if he/she is regularly provided with sweet food or drinks prepared in their home persistently, the T2DM client may end up abstained from the restriction or recommendation provided by health care providers (HCPs).

Second defining attribute is the availability of support system which facilitates the transition process in a T2DM client (10). Furthermore, the availability and accessibility of support system may engage the T2DM client towards self-transition particularly those with chronic disease. Indirectly it will help the T2DM client tends to have a better readiness towards the self-transition (11). Third defining attributes is vulnerability which is the susceptibility of the ailing that may affect self-transition process (12, 13). For instance, T2DM client may prefers alternative treatment on top of taking prescribed medication. Compliance of taking supplements (i.e. drink supplements or herbal drink etc.) that may contain high sugar content and worsening the blood glucose level of his/her condition.

Lastly defining attribution is self-regulatory/self-efficacy. Both of these elements are being state side by side since it is inter-related and closely link to each other (9,11,14). In these elements, internal factor in individual play an important roles to realize the self-transition process.

Antecedents

Antecedent is an event that occurs prior to the development of the concept (5). From analysis carried out, two different antecedents have been identified; a) trust and b) empowerment. The presence of these two concepts may influence either inhibit or stimulate self-transition occurrence in T2DM client.

Trust between HCPs and T2DM clients are a critical element that will facilitate the self-transition concept (15). A trusted relationship may build up through clear and consistent health instruction, health education, health promotion and other nursing management during face to face contact with T2DM clients. Little resistance may be faced by the HCPs during delivery of care but with a trusted relationship that built up earlier, there is a higher potential that the T2DM clients will comply with recommendations provided.

Next, empowerment is the second element in antecedent of self-transition concept. Empowerment plays an important role which may incline the process of self-transition. One of the methods to empower client is through knowledge delivery that is up-to-date and appropriate for client including information on a) disease process, b) accessibility to the healthcare service which may impact towards self-management (16). Imparting this information will improve the T2DM clients which may gear self-transition process (17).

Consequences

Consequences are the outcomes derived resulting from occurrence of the concept identified (5). There are two major consequences that derived from the self-transition concept; a) sustainability and b) behavioural changes. These two elements will determine the success or failure of self-transition occurrence in T2DM client. Sustainability is defined as the ability to maintain a thing (i.e. behavioural changes) in same state. Sustainability is helpful for transition process to take place by putting extra preparation to ensure a greater outcome is achieved at the end (18). An individual decision to consistently adopt behavioural changes is the consequence of self-transition that might be influenced by self-evaluation. If a T2DM client believes in that a desired outcome is produced when certain healthy behaviour is adopted, he/she will decide to change his/her behaviour accordingly once self-evaluation is carried out (19). For example, a T2DM client who is often experiencing hypoglycaemic attacks where he/she started to sweat profusely, having tremor on
Apart from that, epiphanies, one of the consequences may also develop in T2DM client which is an action that an individual develop by perceiving something that is commonly not normal as a normal condition that may occur to him/her in certain situation (20). For instance, a T2DM client has develop a small wound on the foot might think that is not a big deal. During his/her earlier days diagnosed with T2DM, the wound might heal with self-remedies. Therefore, based on this experienced, he or she did not seek for the treatment. However, neglecting the importance of further foot treatment may worsen the wound condition. So epiphanies may take place when the T2DM client assumed seeking further treatment is not important since the wound will heal like before. Figure 1 explains the concept of self-transition based on the details mentioned earlier.

CONCLUSION
This concept analysis has made a clear understanding in defining self-transition concept which might be similar to transition. However, it has put a distinguish attributes as for the refining this concept in a closer way. In addition, it may promote mutual understanding for this concept so that people will not have misunderstanding on the terminology that will be used. Moreover, with the assistance of concept analysis, a precise operational definition can be made based on the nature of the concept exist itself and reflects its theoretical base. Additionally, it also facilitate in tool development for the further research to explore the concept of self-transition (5).
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